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Question 1
Question Type: Hotspot

You have an Azure subscription named Sub1 that contains the blob containers shown in the following table.

Sub1 contains two users named User1 and User2. Both users are assigned the Reader role at the Sub1 scope.

You have a condition named Condition1 as shown in the following exhibit.

You assign roles to User1 and User2 as shown in the following table.

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth

one point.

Answer: 

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice



You have a deployment template named Template1 that is used to deploy 10 Azure web apps.

You need to identify what to deploy before you deploy Tempi ate 1. The solution must minimize Azure costs,

What should you identify?

Options: 
A- one App Service plan

B- one Azure Traffic Manager

C- five Azure Application Gateways

D- 10 App Service plans

E- one Azure Application Gateway

Answer: 
B

Question 3
Question Type: Hotspot



You have an Azure subscription. The subscription contains a virtual machine that runs Windows 10.

You need to join the virtual machine to an Active Directory domain.

How should you complete the Azure Resource Manager (ARM) template? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have an Azure subscription that contains the resources shown in the following table.

You need to manage outbound traffic from VNET1 by using Firewall1.

What should you do first?

Options: 



A- Create an Azure Network Watcher.

B- Upgrade ASP1 to the Premium SKU.

C- Create a route table.

D- Configure the Hybrid Connection Manager.

Answer: 
C

Question 5
Question Type: Hotspot

You have an Azure subscription that contains the alerts shown in the following exhibit



Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information presented in the graphic.

NOTE Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Question 6
Question Type: Hotspot

You have an Azure Storage account named storage1 that contains a blob container. The blob container has a default access tier of Hot.

Storage1 contains a container named container!

You create lifecycle management rules in storage1 as shown in the following table.



You perform the actions shown in the following table.

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth

one point.

Answer: 

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have an Azure subscription that contains a storage account. The account stores website data.

You need to ensure that inbound user traffic uses the Microsoft point-of-presence (POP) closest to the user's location.

What should you configure?

Options: 
A- load balancing



B- private endpoints

C- Azure Firewall rules

D- Routing preference

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
Routing preference is a feature that allows you to configure how network traffic is routed to your storage account from clients over the

internet. By default, traffic from the internet is routed to the public endpoint of your storage account over the Microsoft global network,

which is optimized for low-latency path selection and high reliability. Both inbound and outbound traffic are routed through the point of

presence (POP) that is closest to the client. This ensures that traffic to and from your storage account traverses over the Microsoft global

network for the bulk of its path, maximizing network performance. You can also change the routing preference to use internet routing,

which minimizes the traversal of your traffic over the Microsoft global network, handing it off to the transit ISP at the earliest opportunity.

This lowers networking costs, but may compromise network performance. Therefore, to ensure that inbound user traffic uses the

Microsoft POP closest to the user's location, you should configure routing preference to use the Microsoft global network as the default

routing option for your storage account.

Network routing preference for Azure Storage

Configure network routing preference for Azure Storage

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/network-routing-preference
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cdn/cdn-pop-locations
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